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INTRODUCTION relations and lay communication l talk risk -
it seems a nicer, more generally a-_'eptable

All decisions are based consciously or un- word.
consciously on the balance between benefits In addressing this subject to the safety
and risk. That is true for all of us, at all community, I should point out that system
times. I am going to discuss this balance, and safety is a most important part of the risk
for that purpose will divide applied technology technology and holds a specially politically
into two parts. Benefit-oriented and Risk or sensitive position in the eyes of management.
Uncertainty-oriented. Benefit technology in-
cludes design, development, manufacturing or COMIvlUNICATION: A PRIMARY NEEO
construction, operations. Risk or uncertainty
technology includes safety, reliability, quality Nearly all engineers are dedicated to their
assurance, test, maintenance, as shown in work; system safety engineers are no exception
fig. I. This picture is key to the decision- nor are other types of engineers workinglnthe
making process. The process maybeinvisible, risk technologies. But being trusted is not
taking place in the decision-makerts mindfrom enough; we must |ustffy our utility in the eyes
his knowledge of the problem, or at the other of the decision-makers in relation ro that of
extreme, it may involve a process with inde- others who bear other technical responsibili-
pendent benefit and risk departments support- ties. It is not sufficlent to argtm the importance
ing and, at times, confronting each other. But of the work; we must convey its value. It must
always the decision will be affected bythebal- be expressed in realistic terms and attractive
ante with which relevant information of the form; and it must make it possible for the de-
benefit and risk technologies have reached the cision-maker to compare the benefit-risk ratio
consciousness of the policy maker and stimu- of alternative courses of action.
lated his interest. The responsibility for deciding how much

It is the importance of this balance, its risk to take is generally viewed as the ex-

present and potential status that is the subject elusive province of top or near-top manage-
of this paper. The premise of the discussion taunt. And indeed top management's activities

_:_ that follows is thatfordecisionandpolicymak- are almost exclusively focused on balancing
"_ ing at all levels, knowledge of the consequences risk against benefits on s macro scale, but
-_ of risk is as imporutnt as knowledge |rid con- down the line innumerable rlsk-benefit micro

sequences of benefits, decisions are made without knowledge of higher
¢ I_rhaps the purpose of the paper is best msnapment. Some of these turn out not to be

depl_ted in the two cartoons of fig. 2 and 3. micro at ill, and become known only when their
l_ig. 2 represents current unbalanced benefit effects become visible, sometimes too latefor ":

; of risk presentations, while fig. 3 represents correction or late enough for correction to be ?
balanced conditions, more helpful to the deci- costly.

_ sion maker. There are a number of remsons for Judg-
_ The discussion of risk brings different meat to be slanted in favor of benefit, meaning :_

things to mind to different people. Here, I use that there is a tendency to take more risk than
the term very broadly. Risk exists because one would seem desirable. This con-4ition can be _

is uncertain about some things. These un- reversed followings serious accident or crisis. _
certainties could range in technology from Then, for a while, exceptionalattention is given i

_ areas beyond the state of the art, and lack of to understanding risk and reducing it. But the
_ knowledge about the environment, to analyses full effect is usually temporary. There is a

and tests not made, capabilities not used, and natural tendency to return to tim state of mind
_ human errors of all kind. that existed prior to the crisis, to degrade or
::_ I treat risk and uncertainties as synony- even forget some of the "lessens learned.', The

_ mous. Technically Ipreferuncertainties-Risk trend rapidly accelerates as the team that ,_
implies s number, often of vague meaning, lived threughthetensestmOSl_lmreofthecrisis
Uncertainty gives a sense of needing to know is dispersed among other programs. Some

• more and wanting to do something about it. procedures whlchwereadopmdmayberetslned

Professionally 1 thin_._kkuncertainty; for public but the degree of attention givm to them tends
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to drop, and theriskengineershave a harder Intechnicf.llyorientedorganizations,how-

time achievingeffectivecommunication, ever, there exist departments specifically

Each typeofriskactivityincludesavariety orientedto certainareas of risk.Some, like

of steps,procedures and techniques,butthey system safety and reliability,are mainly
have a common ultimate purpose. It is to analytical;otherslikequalityassurance and

warn of the probabilityofimpendingtrouble, tests (ofthe qualifyingand acceptance type)
the resourcesand time requiredtoreducethat are largelyprocessing.These areas provide

probabilityand reduce theprobabledamaging information on uncertaintiesand tend to
effectsifitoccurred.The warning isslvento counteract the normal tendency to under-

the appropriatelevelsof the benefitactivity, estimaterisk.
With thisinformationthedecision-makerisin

a positionto decidewhether the riskis suf- THINK-POSITIVE SYNDROME
flcientlylow topermitoperationor whether it

is preferable to take steps to reduce it.
The decision-maker's Judgment as to the The titles of the risk activities--Safety,

desirable benefit-risk ration depends on a Reliability, Quality Assurance, Test, etc.--
number ofconsiderationsand theirbalanceis appear on the doors ofthesedepartment,but .

affectedbycurrentmaterialandpoliticalpres- when one enters one hears about failures,

sures. ThisJudgment isa very personalmat- accidents,defectsand anomalies.Why? Be-

ter.A gambler willunder-valuerisk,a miser cause the terms "reliability,""safety,"

willovervalueit--atleastfrom thepointofthe "qualityassurance" and "tests"are reassur-
middle-of-the roader, tng, while "failures, .... accidents, .... defects"

Facts and analytical logic limit the area and "anomalies" are not. But professionally
, within which Judgment must rule. Outside this the specific work consists in reducing these

judgment area quantitative facts dominate, uncertainties, and any effort to quantify them
Experience shows that hard data tends to dis- focuses on estimating the probability of their
place the softand tenuous,even logic,some- occurrence.
times with little regard to importance. In the One can refer to these "risk departments"
soft area It often happens that the personality as "uncertainty control departmznts" a._ better
of him who presents the Information has more describing the type of work. Risk gives one a
Impact than the Information Itself. sense of a number, often of uncertain meaning,

In most organizations which are not tech- while uncertainty brings to mind the specific

nlcally oriented, no group is assigned the elements that produce risk and even a desire
specific responsibility of assessing risk; to do something about each one. When uncer-

, everyone is exp...,_d to know that risk exists tainty professionals talk to pollcy-makers they
and make decisions within the area of hispro- will use the terminology of their titles: they
ductive responstb!lttT in accordance with his will state, for instant;e, that the reliability is
best Judgment. But does everyone at each .9992 and not that the probability of failure is
decisionlevelgiveconsiderationtothebalance 8 x 10-4 -- rell2bllltysoundsbetterthanprob-
betweenbenefitsand risk?The answer isyes: abilityoffailure,for thesame reasonthatbet-

Everyone does, but often it is done uncon- tlng on a horse is based not on the probability -
sciously with little conscious realization of the of its losing but of its winning.
risk introduced. Seldom is the risk involved This type of phenomenon I have termed the

systematicallycommunicated to higherman- "Think-PosltiveSyndrome.*
agement. The effectiscumulatlve;asonedecl- In industry,as in government, positive

slon influences another the risks add, and many achlevemen: Is psychologically a must. As in

uncertsintles -- assumptions, approximations, the horse racing analogy, man loses interest
conflicts, etc. -- are los; to the decision- in probabilities which involve consideringlos-
making process, ing rather than winning, even though the mathe-

Expressed in this way, it would st'. m that matical odds are not affected. Given the option,

current decision-making process is turrlble. "Wilmott, I%M. "Er,g/nwrtng Truth In Canlm_
We know, however, that it is not so; decisions Ravlr_ement." IERIS Spectrum. Vok 7. May 1970.

, are on the whole good, except sometimes .... pp 45.49
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his interest will focus on benefits rather than engineers. The pragmatic reason is that the
uncertainties, latter are in a sense disposable. Design engi-

While the think-positive state of mind is neers are essential to build hardware, and
essential to a program, it has some damaging operational engineers to operate it, but un-
consequences,the common basis of which is certaintlyengineersare needed to pointout

the tendencytounbalancethebeneflt-riskratio how uncertaintiescould be reduced, but pri-
infavorofthebenefits, marily only tohelpthe policymakerwithrisk

The problems itengenders startwiththe data and analyses;and policymakershave for

statementof goals.These are mainly of the centuriesmade policieswithoutthem. While a

benefittype,most of which can be expressed few managers, designand operatingengineers

quantitativelysuch as payload of so many are beglnningtowelcome the analysesandad-
pounds, cost so many dollars,scheduleof so viceofsystem safetyandreliabilityengineers,

many days and equipmentofspecifiedphysical the majorityfindthem tobe a nagginginter-
characteristicsto make measurements or ference with gettingon withtheirwork. They

observations.In the riskarea theprobability oftenconsider thatexistingtalentIn design,

offailureisdifficulttoquantify.Numbers here, operations and policymaklng can meet sub-

for reasons difficultto refute,are currently stantiaLlyall such peripheralrequirements.
discredited.The desire to achieve benefit Under stressthere is a great temptation to
goals puts pressure to underestimate un- save money and time by reducing or even

certaintiesand risk.The pressure ishighbe- eliminatingthe riskdepartments.

cause the goals are set at a levelsomewhat Is itdesirabletocarry out such a policy?

beyond the state of the art and risk estimates At first glance it would seem so, for in these
give way relatively easily because of the flext- areas there are no techniques which a design
billtyofcurrenttechniquesfor expreasingun- engineerwould finddifficulttounderstandand
certainties in numbers, learn. Why, then, did such disciplines as system

In one form or another the syndrome affects safety and reliability separate themselvcs from

all stages of a program. It tends to make a design engineering to a grester extent than such
whole organization lean toward giving more specialized functions as structures, thermal
consideration to performance information analysis, communications, etc.?
(usually hard data) rather than to uncertainties There are two reasons for maintaining risk
(often soft or tenuous data) regardless of im- and benefit technologies in separate depart-

portanc_, or more pragmatically Solean toward merits. One is the importance to quality of,the
underestimating rather than overestimating work interest of the individual worker and the
cost and time, and later in the program to other is the benefit that is derived from con-
sacrifice too readily risk-reducing activities frontatton.
to protect schedule and budget. The think-
positive syndrome tends to make communlca- WORK INTEREST
tion difficult and inefficient, because the
analysis of risk inevitably focuses on un- The worker must be interested in his work
cert;Inties, which to the non-professional are for it to be consistently well done. If he has to
negative aspects of engineering and manage- cover two areas, in the first of which he has
ment, although uncovering, assess/nganddoin S considerably more interest than in the second,
something about them is clearly one of the he will inevitably give mors than proportionate
most pooltive things an engineering group can attention to the first. The difference is par-
do. tlcularly noticeable when he is working under

It is under stress, when funds and schedules the pressure of s tight schedule. If consistently

are tight, when crises occur, that theundeslr- high quaUt7 is required, the two areas should
able features of the think-positive syndrome be separated and given to different workers.
are most likely to be prominent. Under these The separation will have the advantage that
conditions, the communication gap between each worker will become more knowledgeable

pollcymakers and uncertainty engineers is in the area to which he has been assigned, but _N,
particularly great, much greater than the gap much mort, Lr,portent is that each area will be
that often exists with design and operations the primary Interest and will receive the
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primary attention of a worker. This situation Even this handicap of long versus short
exists strongly in the relation between the term. in glving greater attention to uncertalnties
benefit and risk technologies. Design engineers might be overcome In time, if the _'sk area a
are typically much more interested tn the out- were to provide tvformatton Important and use°
puts and techniques of design than the:' are in ful to making policy. They can warn of danger,
those of system safer_ and rel;abtllty; they are they can advise nestgn regarding improve-
not, therefore, likely r.o have equal Interest or meat, but it is difficult for them to develop a
give consistent attention to the risk area, if basis for statements such as "The design h;Js
they are required to cover both. deficiencies which will probably cost $X over

In the attached table I have listed my tin- its life, which could be reduced by $Y for a

presston of the relative degree of Interest of cost of SZ and a delay of T." Without this type
five groups -- Management, Design Engineer- of Information how can a rattona _ decl,Jlon be
lag and the three risk assessment _roups-- made? This is the hard kind of data which
Safety, Reliability ana Maintenance. Primary design engineers can provide. Uncertainty
Interest is Indicated by a dark circle and see- engineers tend to provide soft data; safety
ondary by a grey triangle. The number 1 in- engineers often provide only a list of some of
dtcat s a somewhat greater interest than the the th:ngs tha_ could happen. As already
number 2. The major difference In the Interest stated, experience indicates that hard data
is between the primary and ._econdary. This displaces soft almost regardless of Importance.
difference Is to be judged not by verbal opinions
but by action, by the extent to which under BENEFIT F_OM CONFRON'[ATION
stress the secondary Interest wtll be sacrificed A passive organization stagnates. Confron-
for the primary; the extent to which system tation is essential to achievement, to progress
safety, for instance, will be sacrificed for and innovation. It can also be destructive, if

! schedule or for payload carried by a space- itdevelopsintopersonalcorfllcts.Ideallyitis

', craft; the extent to which as insistent a demand controlled and has a strong element of cooperl-
I ismade and expectedforcompetencelnsystem tlon toward a common purpose. I apply the

safety as in design; the importance given to words confrontattve and conflict in thec]ashof
1 introducingsystem safetyconsiderationsatthe

opinions to imply different atrltudeg. I visualize
initial, the conceptual, as well as in the later confrontation as an objective presentation
stagesofa program, d_ffelences.Conflictincludesan elem_n',of

The tablealsoshows thatintheprocess of
emotion and antagonism.Confrontstlveiscor_

policy making three factors -- cost, time, and structlv_;, conflict is destructive. In complex
key performance parameters -- dominate the programs there is commonly a clash between
uncertainty control areas and the non-key per- fu,cttonal and institutional managers. The

; formance parameters. Is the status of un- initial confrontattve sometinies degrades into
certainty control in policy-making process conflict. On the whole thn'clash is beneficial

low because uncertainty contx'ol is not Ira- But the most potentially valuableconfrontstion
portant? for effective decision-making is between the

The answer is that it Is Important, oftenthe beneht and risk areas. It would seem tmpor-
{ most important element when the whole life of rant, therefore, to 'keep them separate, each

j the unit is the criterion, but often it Is not Ira- one as fully integrated ns other practical con-
portant for the short term. And one must re- slderattons perrrdt.
member the forces on the policy-maker. For

him the short term dominates, and longterm
1 effects and goals are considered only when KNOWLEDGE: DESIGN AND UNCERTAINTIES
1 short term needs are not pressing -- and the
i latter .:ondltlon hardly ever occurs. There are We know what we can design with a con-
! few fields in which risk technologies have a slder_ble degree of confidence, and thlsknowl-
i standing at the top decision lewis equals to edge Is the stimulus that impels ustogo Ih_ad

that of benefit technologies. One outstanding with a program. However, we know little i
, exceptionisthe Officeof Manned Space Flight quantitativelyof the riskwe {ake In making I

t of NASA. these decisions. We know how to process all t128
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kinds of data, but while we have much data on The development of this technique and the
how to do things, we have lktle on assessing building of such a data bank would change
risk. We have universally great confidence in radically the importance and policy status of
the capability of those who design, but we look the uncertainty technology; it would rehabilitate
with a degree of suspicion on those who deal the status of the "numbers game;" it would
with uncertainties, bring estimates of risk, of the consequence and

In the course of developing a system we are penalties of potential deficiencies and un-
constantly reducing and deciding what un- certainties of a program to a level of manage-
certainties to retain. It would be folly tocarry ment appreciation comparable to that of the
out aU the analyses and tests we would like to projected benefits. Management would then at
make, but we should keep in mind that when- las__thave balanced information on benefits and
ever we de.-tde to eliminate something, some risk, without which decisions have to be largely
analysis or test, we are Increasing the un- a matter of unsupported judgment. Wecaneven
certainties. At the end of the process, in our consider that contractors could be induced to
review of what we have done, we should include estabUsh risk during the development of a com-
also what we have not done. Otherwise we can plex system in some systematic manner, so
hardly judge what uncertainties remain. The that both he and the buyer can assess and
uncertainties that remain are never zero. monitor the true progress of a project at each

Uncertainty is made up of a lot of little of its critical stages.
things. It includes also big, clearly visible
problems, but these are usually, though not CONCLUSIONS
always, well recognized and taken care of, buc
the little ones sltp by andcap easily beneglected No specific formula is presented on how to
or even deliberately disregarded, and the sum introduce into an organization the principles I
of them can be far from negligible. For that have outlined regarding the utility of the risk
reason, developing statistics is often difficult, technologies and their relationship to benefit
In the case of system safety, for instance, the technologies. Clearly the best operation will
number of accidents due to a specific deficiency vary greatly with the industry and its current
during a particular operation may be too small pattern of operation. Moreover, it is by no
for meaningful statistics. Inoperationalanom- means obvious where improvement would be
_alies, however, there lies a huge fund of valu- cost effective. Intuitively one can expect only
able d_ta largely unused. They could be aggre- slow advance in the science of risk technology
gated, listed with their source, cause, and the while it remains fragmented. Strong advance
analysis, reviews, tests, inspection where they could be expected by integrating its several
could or should have been caught. We should elements into a single department with its man-
not over-concentrate on major mission fall- ager responsible for warning of dangers aris-
ures; other anomalies are Just as important ing out of uncertainties.
rea!-life data to suplbort future design, reduc- The importance to quality of workerinterest
tlon of uncertainties, risk assessment, and and the value of confrontation points to the
decisions and to select, on the basis of their importance of separating the management of
efficiency, uncertainty removal techniques- risk and benefit technologies. There Is no
analysis, tests, reviews, etc. Applying such clear argument, however, whether raising the
datatoanals-.softhetypeoffalluremode and levelofeffortsoftherisktechnologieswould
effects,onecoulddevelop,]uantitative,occur- be beneficlalor not.
fence estimatesof theconai_'onsthatcould Lookingbackoverthisdiscussiononecan-
produceaccidents.We wouldthenbegintode- nothelpbutfeelthatin itsdevelopment,its
rive some sense of the probability of accidents data base and the degree of attention from
taking place though none had yet occurred and management, risk technologies lag far behind
even before a system was put into operation, benefit technologies. The lag in these areas
A substantial and effective data bank of de- Is undoubtedly the reason for the greater
rived uncertainty information mtght thus be attraction that benefit technologies have for
built up. engineers. That lag of Itself does not Justify
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an increased effort in the risk area. Judging sider ourselves equal to the best and possibly

from the experie_:ce of some of the large pro- generally better in this field. But the urge
grams one could re3sonably come to the con- for progress is in our blood. How do we
clusion that adequate ottention is being given progress in a field without guide lines, with-
to uncertainties, even taking into account the out goals, without means of measurement?
details of performance achieved, the anomalies The process we have followed is first to rec-
experienced and the risks that they imply, ognize some weak spots in our operation, and

I have outlined a number of arguments .qhortly sure enough, some ambitious top

describing existing conditions and pressures management tries an approach different from
which laad to underestimating risk. All seem the current pattern for its type of operation.
valid, but what value would accrue if th_se Whether it is an improvement or notis a matter
areas were improved, it is difficult to judge, of opinion, for it is almost always impossible
The gain mlght indeed be little, but also it to measure. Success is usually more felt than
might be considerable. One might expect over- proven. To make such a move is generally
all performance of many large programs tobe d3ngerous to the individual, for criticism of
sensitive to the quality of.the decision process, managerial inovation, overt and covert, from
If that is so, a small improvement should managerial peers are easy to make and likely
produce valuable results. Among the critical to abound, while praise comes more reluc-
parameters of control one would expect to tantly. Experiments are difficult to carry out,
include risk at a level of attention noless than for administrative changes may be strongly

that given to any other parameter, i_.cluding resisted b," special groups and managerial
schedule and cost, and traded off on some levels. They generate barriers born of in-
reasonably comparable basis, security and fears - fear of being measured,

There is probably no controversy that an of loss of authority and of freedom of action.
: increased knowledge of risk in complex sys- The whole field is replete with prejudices and

i terns would help decision making. The con- protective mechanisms.
troversial question is whether the improve- So described the environment does not seem
ment warrants the effort. Many managers feel well suited to embrace a search for progress.
that the present decision process is satisfac- Yet, these barriers are constantly beingover-
tory; others dontt. Among the latter is Under- come, for progress has come consistently,

secretary of Defense Packard. The fact isthat Thls paper points to an area which is_ady _

: we ,80 not know; neither do we know what for progress. I believe it is a most i_ortant
ir.=reased risk we incur when, under tight area, one in which a quantum step o_rogress
budgets, when crises are more likely to occur, can prehaps be achieved. The dis_ssion of the ;:
we reduce the level of effort in the uncertainty paper was focused on technol_y, but the key _
areas, element- the unbalance between benefits and ::

It seems important to develop a better risk in thedecisionmakingp_ocess-elements _i
sense of the benefits that knowledge of risk far beyond the boundaries of technology. If a
could provide viathedecision-makingprocess, systematic attack is to be made on this un-

To carry this out will require an improved balance, technology is the logical first area to _
data base. By experiment and analysis on the approach, for there the problem is most _f
effects of increasing the contribution of risk clearly definable, and its individual risk areas _,_
technologies, one could develop abetter under- are well stocked, though still inadequately, ._
standing of their potentiality and limitations, wi,th data, techniques and expert personnel. _

The analysis in this paper has been written My personal but unsupported opinion is that

mainly withthe ideaofclarifyingto technolo- risk technologyis a great and coming field. _

gistsand analyststheplaceoftherisktechnol- Advance there is needed more than in other

ogles in the managerial environment. Can it technologies. It is not only needed in the hard "
also indicate to management a possible line of area of engineering, but even more so in the _

approach to some of itsneeds?Judgingfrom softarea of the socialsciences.Itisrapidly _
the demand of other countriesfor American changingfrom an art of|udgmentto atechnol-

management expertisewe cab reasonablycon- ogy where we can beginto see thepossibility

3O
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of reliable numbers based on physics and If one does not include throughout a major
real lIfe experience. We still nave a long way project a systematic uncovering of uncer-
to go before we can approach the values that tainties and at each major milestone a thoroush.
this technology could provide. Risk assess- official assessment of risk, one probably loses
merit, supported bydataandtechniquesforpre- one of the most important benefits for the
diction, are receiving rapidly growing attention future the project can provide - developing real
in many fields, life statistical data and learning how to apply

I would like to add one final opinion appli- them to decision-making.
cable to both the public and private sectors: We still have much to learn'

|
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